Developing a Tabletop Game that Stimulates Creativity through Design Thinking and Design Ethnography
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Abstract Science and technological advancement in the automation era called the 4th Industrial Revolution requires human to adapt in terms of skill set, particularly creativity, lest they are replaced by the machines. Creativity enables collaboration with the machine, providing opportunity rather than viewing it as a threat. As a country with demographical advantage in 2030, Indonesia’s creativity rate is counterintuitive to the fact, thus it has to be improved considering the rise of creativity demand from 10th top skill to the 3rd top skill in 2020. Therefore, this study aims to develop a tabletop game as a learning tool to stimulate creativity by using qualitative ethnographic approach based on Design Thinking and Design Ethnography. Semi-structured interviews with 32 youths aged 17-35 in Tangerang Regency and Tangerang Selatan City were conducted as data collection method. Merged with the ethnographic observation result and literature review, the researchers found out that their needs for a tabletop game are: “fast-paced”, “interesting in content and visual”, “ergonomics packaging and components”, “improved quality of material”, “fun”, “educative”, and “interactive”, as well as indirectly delivering moral messages in accordance to the missing values from the millennials. Through ideation, prototyping, and testing stages, tabletop game ideas were being generated, enhanced, and examined in order to meet the needs. The result is Animazzle, an animal characters puzzle-card game of which the features can address the issues. This study concludes that aligning with the process, empathy is the utmost importance of the process because it enables the problem to be properly defined and shapes an urge of continuous development to produce a sound solution.
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1. Introduction

In 2020, World Economic Forum [1] predicted the world will enter the 4th Industrial Revolution, marked by an integration of technologies from physical, digital, and biological scopes. It will result in new trends such as artificial intelligences (AI), robotics, improved internet of things, autonomous vehicles, and many more. In this era, manual labors won’t stand long, as WEF also predicted 5.1 million of jobs will be lost across industries. In order to thrive in the so-called revolution, there are particular set of skills required. The top three are sequentially complex problem solving, critical thinking, and creativity. Human creativity will allow collaboration with technology, further creating knowledge in a much faster rate [2] and help solving complexities derived from the technology advancements itself.

However, the increasing needs for creativity is not reflected in Indonesia’s creative supply. One of the measurement for GII is Creative Outputs; under Innovation Output Sub-Index, and is measured by intangible assets, creative goods and services, and online creativity. Indonesia’s score stagnates at least for the past 5 years, scoring 31, 41, 39, 31, and 25 respectively from 2012-2016. Indonesia, as a country with demographical advantage with a predicted composition of 67.9% working-age population in 2035 [3], should regard creativity as an emergence of high urgency since it will impact on the economy.

One of the ways to train creativity skills is through the education system. Unfortunately, the current curriculum does not develop the skills that students need in the future. Dananjaya, U. (n.d.) stated that the students tend to memorize the material given by the teacher which discourage them to think creatively [4]. Therefore, the students can be given hands on and minds on activities. Hands on and minds on activities or experiential learning use an active learning concept which enable people to solve problems and create strategies that will nurture and enhance their creativity skills.
Hence, using qualitative ethnography design by applying design thinking, this study aims to define problem and find solution - how to enhance creativity effectively?

2. Literature Review

Defining creativity is a matter of perception and therefore relatively immeasurable since there are lots of qualities to judge and determined by domains or fields [7][8][9][10]. As for the consensus, the definition follows the form of an ability in which value in terms that not only it is original [11] and novel, but also appealing and useful at least to a certain extent exists [7][8][12][13].

Creativity can be found in all people to some degree and its mental skills can be developed like the other mental abilities [14][15][16]. Mellou (1996) also stated that creativity can be nurtured once an appropriate creative environment is set [17]. Hirst (2009) and Taggar (2002) stated that environment helps individual learning which in regard to creative-process, corresponds to creative output [18][19]. Mellou (1996) proposed school environment, educational programmes, and teachers as well as their way of teaching as three domains who are responsible in creating environment that may encourage the development of student’s creativity [17].

Trostle & Yawkey (1982) stated that one of the ways to set a creative environment is the exploration [17] or experiential learning. Experiential learning is a particular form of learning from life experience and can be defined as activity that involves students in doing things and thinking about the things they are doing [5]. Experiential learning often contrasted with lecture and classroom learning [20] which is identical to the activity of memorizing the material. Gundry and Kickul (1996) categorized experiential approach in the classroom into the conceptual method and behavioral method [21]. The conceptual method includes mind mapping, pattern-breaking thinking, brainstorming, metaphoric thinking, split brain comparison, mind benders, creative whack-pack, and cross-fertilization while behavioral method consist of music, board games, and visualisation [21].

The involvement and direct experience created through experiential learning allows student to develop empathy, which is positively correlated to creativity [22]. Empathy is a competence that allows us to read people [23]. Empathy is helpful to the extent of understanding and defining a problem [24]. It is often characterized as the ability to “put oneself into another’s shoes” or in some way understand another’s “state of mind” or emotion [25]. Empathy map can be a tool to build creativity skills [26]. Also, empathy has a role to configure creativity skills. For example, diversity team composition tend to have a culture of sharing knowledge and generate a wider range of original and useful ideas. However, the empathy challenge of working in a diverse team is the ability to accept the perspective of other members in the ideation stage. Thus, empathy plays an important role in diversity teams in order to work effectively [27] and further, enables collaboration between individuals.

3. Methodology

The methodology used in this research is qualitative ethnographic approach to understand people’s behavior which is influenced by their culture [28]. Design Ethnography aims to understand user through their behavior in which they are engaged [29]. According to anthropologist Margaret Mead, “what people say, what people do, and what people say they do” are entirely different things. Therefore, Design Ethnography will help define the hidden needs and wants of the user. Purposive sampling is selected because the target respondents are youths with age range between 17-35 years old [3] who lived in the regency and city of Tangerang. These locusts were considered to minimize the gap of cultural difference between urban and rural area. The researchers collected data from 32 respondents consisted of 17 respondents from rural area in Tangerang Regency and 15 respondents from urban area in Tangerang Selatan City. Semi-structured interview is used to explore in order to obtain further information about the respondents’ knowledge, needs, and wants.

Qualitative ethnography approach is outlined in the design thinking method. Tim Brown of IDEO explained Design Thinking as “a discipline that uses the designer’s sensibility and methods to match people’s needs with what is technologically feasible and what a viable business strategy can convert into customer value and market opportunity.” [30]. Seeking im provement by the iterative process of design thinking method effectively reduces cost and minimize product’s failure after it’s launched [31].

3.1 Design Thinking

Design thinking method has been developed into various models along the time. One of them is the 5-Steps-Process developed and used in Design School of Stanford University [32].

3.1.1 Empathy

Empathy is the center piece of a human-centered design process [32]. Empathy can help to define the problem to be solved precisely because we are trying to understand people by observing, engaging, watching and listening to them. Observing the way they do things and why will help the researchers to understand what they think and feel. Engaging with people directly will give knowledge about the way they think and the values they hold. Watch and listen is the required way during observing and engaging. In this research, the researchers conduct literature review and brainstorming - building empathy to find out the problem and possible solutions that could solve the problem. In addition, the researchers also conduct an ethnographic approach to create a solution that precisely meets the demand. Some of the ways used in design ethnography approach are observing the gesture of the body, the tone when answering, the appearance (more likely to see the color), and the environmental conditions during interviews. The gesture and tone can show how sure the respondents with their own answers. The colors that respondents use, both in terms of clothing and accessories can be reference for researchers to determine what colors
will be used in product design. The combination of the two methods as already mentioned is addressed to holistically understand the problem before defining and testing the right solution.

3.1.2 Define

Define is to make problem statement(s). Semi-structured interviews are used to confirm the problem and possible solutions that have been obtained. The transcriptions of interview were interpreted using open, axial, and selective coding following the framework of Grounded Theory [33]. Open coding to create initial codes by searching the keywords for each respondent’s answer. Axial coding identifies relationships among the initial codes and group them into nodes. The final stage of coding is selective coding to identify core code(s). The results of the coding are further developed into a definition of persona as the representation of target audience or the person whose problem is to be solved [34] and planning which consists of mission and strategy.

3.1.3 Ideation, Prototype and Test

Ideation will generate the widest possible range of ideas and find the best solution through testing and feedback. Prototype/visualisation of the idea(s) that have been generated is given and tested to the user to gain feedback as insight for refinement. The researchers tested the prototype to 23 youths in Gading Serpong, Tangerang.

4. Result and Analysis

4.1. Empathy and Defining Problem

Through literature review and brainstorming, the researchers found that Indonesia’s creative output score is 25.2 in 2016, which ranks them in 85th place of 128 countries by Global Innovation Index. It indicates that the level of creativity in Indonesia is still low. Considering in 2020, the World Economic Forum (WEF) predicted that the world will enter the 4th Industrial Revolution and creativity will be the 3rd top skill a worker required to have, thus creativity skills in Indonesia should be improved [1]. Then, the researchers proposed tabletop game as a tool to stimulate creativity. By playing games, players are encouraged to do experimentation, hypothesis testing, and synthesis [35] which are the higher thinking skills [36][37] that further will enhance creativity. Kudrowitz (2013) reviewed how tabletop game can improve creativity [38]. He mentioned that playing allows us to get into the safe environment where we can pretend, imagine, and create, thus making people more creative. It brings new perspectives by making us say and do things we usually don’t.

This problem and possible solution were made in the form of questions to be confirmed through interview with the respondents. The interview results with youths in the regency and city of Tangerang were interpreted into open codes and then classified into smaller groups which consist of 15 axial codes, and finally categorized into three core codes: Existing (the qualities needed and already found in current tabletop game), Demand (the qualities needed but still not found in current tabletop game), and Supply (current tabletop game alternatives). The results are further developed into a definition of persona.

Based on the made persona as a product of generalization, we analyze his needs and story to define the mission and strategy of developing the tabletop game. The mission defined as the combination of Demand and Existing codes. Technically, the tabletop game should fulfill the criteria:

- Fast paced
- Interesting content and visual
- Ergonomics packaging and components
- Improved quality of material
- Fun
- Educative
- Interaction

By looking at the age of the persona (21 years old), the researchers found out that the target audience who lies in the Millennial spectrum of age, are unique compared to the other generations. This uniqueness was measured by Pew Research Centre; technological use is the highest uniqueness of Millennials (24%) where the value is doubled from Gen X (12%) [39]. Other Millennials’ positive values lost from Gen X include work ethic and respect. In other words, technological use replaces some positive values from Gen X. Technological value use is also reflected in Millennials’ social media uses. Roughly 75% of Millennials have created at least one social media account in the internet making them the most connected generation and the most susceptible to instant gratification and narcissistic behaviour. These behaviours are harmful to creativity, and further productivity [40].

Through design ethnography, the researchers found that the colors of the clothing and accessories that respondents use are predominantly dark. Dark colors can evoke negative feelings, such as boredom and sadness [41]. Therefore, the researchers used bright colors to make players of the game feel more playful when they play. Bright colors are associated with positive feelings, such as happiness and joy [42].

4.2. The Iterative Process of Ideation, Prototyping and Testing

Based on the formulated strategy and prototyping approach about millennial’s value, eight game options were proposed as the solution. The ideas chosen have been filtered through some steps where the strategy becomes the guide as well as the limitations for every choice taken. The iterative process of design thinking occurs when ideas were repeatedly generated, translated into prototypes, and then tested (internally and externally) to gain insight or feedback for refinement and to find the best alternative. Afterwards, Animazzle was selected to be developed.

![Alpha Prototype](image-url)
The second generation prototype (Beta) is the result of development and realization from the first generation (Alpha). The Beta version consisted of a box with 2 identical decks, 55 character cards, 25 effect cards, and a rulebook.

The Animazzle game prototype is tested to 23 youths in Gading Serpong, Tangerang. The results are it is acceptable and playful, and perceived as “fun” and “addictive”.

4.3 Animazzle’s Features and Gameplay in Stimulating Creativity

Animazzle is an animal characters puzzle-card game that can be played by 4-6 people with an average time of 16 minutes. Animazzle’s mechanism is to collect as many as possible characters by asking or snatching it from opponents. It consists of a deck separated into two piles, which will be played simultaneously during the game. The first pile consists of character cards, while the other consists of effect cards. A character is formed by 5 pieces of character cards. When fit together, they will display an animal representative of values and short story of animal’s character written on it. The other pile, the effect cards, is equipped by pictures of animal mimicking the description of the card. Effect cards help players to collect or defend their cards in order to win the game. The feature of this game is as follows: bright colors, arranging an image from scattered pieces, and strategy to use effect card.

Chism (2002) stated that the bright colors of the cards are the physical environments that allow players to see them. The physical environment can have a significant effect on creative output [43]. Solving puzzle-illustrations and building strategy to use Effect cards are skills that could actually train players to use their existing knowledge and in different ways [13]. The values in short stories of every animal’s characters was provided to foster empathy, the players could read the animal’s characters, notice the feelings of the characters, and try to associate it with their daily life [44]. Overall, these features and content are used to stimulate and enhance creativity.

5. Conclusion

Based on our research, it can be concluded that creativity can be stimulated through tabletop game since the usage of Animazzle game as learning tool to develop creativity is acceptable by youths and perceived as positive. Hence, the experiential active learning in playing tabletop game generates creative environment that can effectively enhance creativity skill of individuals.

Additionally, the ultimate conclusion is that the whole development was possible through empathy, or in a simpler sense defined as positioning self in other’s perspective. Performing it gives the insight of the problem, and if defined properly, would produce a rather accurate possibilities of solutions. It also shapes an urge of continuous development to solve the problem.

In fact, empathy should be more encouraged since its existence decline amongst the millennials [45][46]. Improving it, on the other hand, should adapt to the milieu of the target (this case millennials). Hereby, a praise to the statement “Playing is the highest form of research” [47].

This research is limited to developing product and testing its user acceptance. Further research is needed to measure its impact on individual’s creativity.
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